
AvaMix Revolution CFBB342D Combination Food Processor
with 3 Qt. Stainless Steel Bowl, Continuous Feed & 2 Discs - 1
hp
#928CFBB342D

Features

• Featured pulse button and powerful 1 hp direct-drive motor with stainless steel
motor shaft

• Batch bowl and continuous feed attachment cover vegetable slicing to preparing
soups

• Batch bowl includes 3 qt. stainless steel bowl, S blade, and clear lid to view
ingredients

• Continuous feed attachment allows for constant slicing and grating, for less manual
food preparation

• For maximum safety, the blade will not spin until the bowl or attachment is locked in
place

Certi�cations

  

Technical Data

Width 11 Inches

Depth 12 Inches

Base Height 13 1/2 Inches

Height (with Bowl) 18 1/2 Inches

Height (with Continuous Feed) 23 Inches

Phase 1 Phase

Voltage 120 Volts

Wattage 735 Watts

Bowl Capacity 3 qt.

Bowl Material Stainless Steel

928CFBB342DProject: Date: Approval: Qty: Item #:

5-15P ETL Sanitation ETL, US & Canada
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Technical Data

Hopper Style Half Moon

Horsepower 1 HP

Number of Discs / Blades Included 3

Plug Type NEMA 5-15P

RPM 1500 RPM

Speeds 1

Type Combination Processors

Notes & Details
Cut down on prep time while cutting and mixing a variety of ingredients with the Avantco Revolution CFBB342D 1 hp

combination commercial food processor! With 1 hp, this robust unit packs the requisite power to handle large quantities of

fruits, vegetables, sauce, and soup. Additionally, the pulse button makes processing food even faster and easier, since you can

pulse until your desired consistency is achieved. Its build includes a durable base with nonskid feet for secure use, while its

direct drive motor with stainless steel motor shaft and stainless steel blades will hold up to the demands of commercial

operations. The CFBB342D comes with a continuous feed attachment to further increase prep speed, as well as a 5/32" slicing

disc, a 5/64" grating disc, and a plastic ejector disc for improved �exibility. The continuous feed attachment, which has a 6" x 3"

kidney opening and 2" cylindrical opening, is ideal for processing vegetables like cucumbers, carrots, celery, and other similar

product.

The 3 qt. bowl comes with a clear lid with an opening to monitor processing progress and add ingredients when necessary. The

lid magnetically seals, and the blades will automatically stop when the magnet disengages to ensure safe use for the operator.

Additionally, the blade will not spin until the lid is shut and the bowl is locked in place. The 3 qt. stainless steel bowl holds

plenty of product at once and remains easy to clean.

The AvaMix CFBB342D is easy to control, as it has a simple on/off switch located conveniently on the side. It's also compact in

size, measuring just 10" x 12" x 18 1/2", which makes it suitable for establishments that have limited counterspace. And

because it disassembles, you can easily store it away when not use. The food processor requires a 120V connection for

operation.

Included Discs/Blades:

- 5/32" slicing disc

- S-blade

- 5/64" grating disc

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to

www.p65warnings.ca.gov.
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